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TECHNOLOGY

EXTRA TIME

FIGHTING FOR A
SECOND CHANCE

Akhil Kumar, the man who led
India’s boxing success story
just two years ago, is now
punching back into contention

Whether it’s match fixing, doping
or corruption, Indian sportsmen
and administrators have always
pretended it does not exist, says
Jayaditya Gupta

www.livemint.com

Be smart about your smartphone
Did you know rice can save your phone? Here are some simple ways of keeping
your smartphone up and running, without repeated visits to the service centre
B Y S HWETA T ANEJA
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harried customer came to TVS E-Service
Tech because the touch screen of her HTC
Touch was not working properly. N.A.N.
Natesh, a service engineer at TVS E-Service, a
service provider for HTC smartphones in Bangalore, looked at the screen and said, “It was
the case of months of abuse of the touch
screen.” The customer had used her fingers, be
they wet or dirty, to operate the touch screen,
which was the cause of the problem.
“Smartphones are like children,” says Satchit
Gayakwad, spokesperson, Research in Motion
(RIM), the makers of BlackBerry. “You need to
provide yours with lots of tender love and care.”
If you don’t understand how the device
works, chances are you will not be able to
make the most of it without making midnight

A

which causes faster battery drain,” he adds.
Overcharging is another mistake. A smartphone charges in 1-3 hours. You need to take
it out of the socket after that. “Never charge
the phone overnight because that’s a sureshot
way to kill your battery over the longer run,”
says Natesh. Another battery killer is charging
the phone before the battery is completely
drained, he says.
When you browse the Internet on a smartphone, websites rich with multimedia such as
flash animation and pictures consume more
battery and make the download slower. You
should simply set your browser option for textonly. Another common reason for battery
leaks is constant updates of your email and
social networking applications. “You need to
know immediately you’ve got mail,” says Gayakwad, “but other than that, your social service networks don’t need to constantly search
for updates.”
Third-party applications for social networking sites such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,
MSN, Gmail and Gtalk constantly retrieve data
from the Internet. These can be set to have
refresh timelines of 20 minutes to an hour. This
way, there’s no constant search for data by
your phone on these sites and that can help
save a lot of battery. Then there are applications such as weather updates which run in the
background even when you’re not using them
and can use up your battery life. Uninstall
these apps. You can always reinstall them if
you decide you need them at a later date. Applications such as complex games, flash-based
applications which use up a lot of memory and
CPU to play, also drain battery.

Safeguard sensibly

Backup plan: Maximize battery capacity.
calls to smirking service centre executives.
Here are three ways to keep your phone in
good condition and off the service centre table.

Battery bootcamp
“The most common complaint in a smartphone
is battery draining and that the software OS
(operating system) hangs,” says Natesh. In a
month, Natesh and his team test 200-300 handsets. “Forty per cent out of these are in warranty and on our table for mishandling,” he says.
“Many people leave Bluetooth running even
though they aren’t using it. Ditto with GPS, WiFi and 3G,” says Atul Chitnis, a consulting
technologist who is an expert in hand-held
computing. These are power-hungry features
and can eat up a significant amount of battery
power over the course of the day. You should
keep them disabled and use them only when
you need to, like when you are transferring
files or using the Net. “Also, don’t cover the antenna with your fingers. This causes the phone
to work harder trying to maintain a signal,

ZAP THE BATTERY ZAPPERS
Little things to keep your battery ticking

u Use keyboard short cuts rather than browsing
through the apps
u Reduce the screen brightness. Set it to 50% or less
u Set the timeout of backlight to a few seconds so
that the screen darkens immediately when not in
active use
u Reduce the resolution of your LCD
u Don’t use speakerphones, use headphones instead
u Keep the volume to the left, from medium to low
u Keep the keypad and trackball tones off
u Turn off unused connections when not in use, for
instance, GPS, WiFi and Bluetooth
u Keep the battery at room temperature as often
as possible
u If the phone battery is low, put the phone in “airplane
mode”. This will turn off all network capabilities

You need to use a cover and a screen protector
for your phone. “If you use unclean or wet
hands to use the touch panel of your phone, it
will start giving problems, like not responding
to your touch,” says Natesh. He advises the use
of stylus on a touch screen. Regularly clean the
exterior with a soft microfibre cloth to get the
fingerprints off the screen and body. “Oh, and
never vacuum the phone,” Gayakwad adds.
In case your mobile is exposed to water or
falls into water, remove the battery immediately. “Never try to turn it on as that will shortcircuit all its innards,” explains Gayakwad. Use
tissue or cloth and delicately wipe off the
moisture. “The easiest way of drying a phone
is by putting it into a bowlful of uncooked rice.
Rice absorbs moisture and makes the phone
dry,” he adds. After it has dried, take it to the
service centre. Service centres have
special devices to dry your phone and make it
functional again.
Smartphones are embedded with tiny, complicated electronic materials which are heat
sensitive, so do not expose them to extreme
heat, such as the dashboard of a car. “Heated
phone also causes greater battery drain,” says
Chitnis. So avoid extreme climates for your
phone. In case it heats up, you need to give
the phone battery some rest by switching it off
for a while.

Download with doubt
Like computers, smartphones are actually
mini computers and are increasingly becoming susceptible to viruses and malware. There
are two ways by which they get affected by viruses and other malware, says Chitnis. “If you
leave the Bluetooth on and visible and a nearby phone is infected, your phone will be infected too. Second, is to recklessly install applications from unknown sources,” he says.
iPhones have centralized application repositories or App Stores, which provide certified
applications with some level of protection,
tested to some degree.
Malicious software and viruses attack your
gadget by destroying saved files, applications,
and special programs for proper phone operation. It can also make your phone non-functional by creating a loop and causing system
failure. So make sure that you open files and
documents from trusted sources only. Then
secure your Bluetooth and install a good antivirus software such as Norton Smartphone Security in your smartphone. Also, keep taking
regular backups of your data as you would in
your laptop, in case your OS crashes and needs
to be reinstalled.
Write to us at businessoflife@livemint.com

FIRING IT UP
IN A FERRARI

PLAY THINGS
SIDIN VADUKUT

AN INSTANT NEWS FIX
A

Roaring and raucous—life behind the wheel doesn’t get better than this
B Y R ISHAD S AAM M EHTA
·························
errari”. Say it unhurriedly.
Roll the “R”s on your
tongue as you would fine
Italian grappa. Now delve into
the aural section of your mind
and fill your head with the rampant roar of a thoroughbred V8. If
you’ve just felt your heartbeat accelerate to a higher bpm (beats
per minute) then yes, you do
want to drive a Ferrari.
And you can, on twisty alpine
roads, through charming country
lanes and on speed-limitless autobahns. With an Elite Driving Experience, you can enjoy a Ferrari or a
Maserati or a Porsche or an Aston
Martin or another marque on a
holiday behind the wheel where
the drives are the destination and
the car is the star.
Last week, I did the same in a
screaming red Ferrari California.

F

The real experience
When Ferrari started selling the
California last year, many purists
turned their nose up at the car.
First of all, its engine
sits in front of the
driver
rather
than behind.

And this engine makes 30 bhp less
than the Ferrari F430’s engine.
Second, the rear is more chubbybum, than lean bikini-bottom and
it has soft curves rather than the
sharp angles of its stable mates.
But yet, in the hour that it was
parked outside the Mandarin
Oriental hotel, Munich, where it
was delivered, one in three passers-by pulled out their phones
to take a quick picture. The nose
of the car that starts from the
gaping grille and flows upwards
in a graceful curve to meet the
sharply raked-back windshield
makes the California quite attractive. And in true Ferrari tradition, it exudes the sensation of
speed even when it is parked.
The cabin appears small but the
seats and the steering wheel are
generously adjustable and the footwells extend a fair bit beyond the
dashboard. You can find a comfortable driving position. When
you hit the “engine start” button on
the steering wheel, the car roars to
life with an automatic blip of the
throttle. But for all its fanfare at ignition, the engine, while negotiating the crowded Munich roads,
had just a gentle hum. In fact, you
can drown out the exhaust note by

turning up the radio volume.
However, the following three
days over mouthwatering roads
through Bavaria and the Austrian
Alps, the radio didn’t stand a
chance. This Ferrari’s engine was
raucous, rude and outrageously aural when the 453 horses in the
crankcase are given a loose
rein—more so when the manettino
switch on the steering wheel is set
to “SPORT”. This makes the car
hold engine revs longer between
gear shifts, firms the dampers and
gives more latitude to the stability
and traction-control systems. There
were plenty of tunnels en route and
inside them the California was
thunderous with the top down.

‘It corners like it’s on rails’
Purists needn’t worry; the California delivers what you expect
from a Ferrari and is mighty feisty
while doing so. The exhaust
would respond with a gunshotlike retort every time I pulled the
right-hand paddle to grab the
next gear at the red line and the
car would surge ahead—thanks
to 483 Nm of torque—squashing
the driver into the seat’s backrest.
There is also no lag between
gears, the double clutch, seven

speed transmission goes from
one gear to another quicker than
the blink of an eye. This car will
do 0 to 100 in 3.2 seconds and go
to a top whack of over 300 kmph.
Around the corners there’s a
double dollop of thrill, as the California goes around at neckwrenching pace feeling well-balanced thanks to its 47/53 (front/
rear) weight distribution. On a wet
road, though, it does bite back,
and it did once with a spectacular
rear wheel slide, but the ESP tidied
things up. What reduces the fun a
little bit is the thick “A” pillar, so
you need to cock your head a wee
bit to the side to have a look.
The boot will take two cabinsized bags at the most because
half of it is filled by the metal roof
when it retracts, and it does so in
just 14 seconds.
Ferrari calls the California a
four-seater but the rear seats are
cubby holes, no grown person can
fit there. But then, this is not a
family car; in fact, it’s a convertible, a GT and a sports car rolled
into one and it plays each role
quite superbly.
Write to us at
businessoflife@livemint.com

YOUR FERRARI
HOLIDAY PLANNED
Elite RentACar (head office
Geneva) specializes in renting
out exceptional cars and
customized driving itineraries.
You have a choice of Ferraris,
MercedesBenz, Porsches,
Maseratis and other fancy cars.
You can either opt for a solo
trip where they give you a
route loaded on the navigation
system or if there’s a group of
people, then a guided selfdrive
trip. They have itineraries
throughout Europe and can
tweak a particular one to suit
your taste. Plus, they have a
24x7 helpline for anything at
all. The accommodation
arranged is very luxurious and
has stunning settings. If you’re
on a guided trip, luggage is
transported for you. On a solo
trip, Elite will store extra
luggage for you.
The threeday trip in the
California costs around `3
lakh but it can go up depend
ing on the itinerary and the car
you choose.
For more information, log on
to www.eliterent.com

RISHAD SAAM MEHTA

few days ago I was approached by a colleague in the
Mint office with an interesting problem. He wanted to
convert one of the TV screens in our office into a breaking
news alert system.
Now, I can imagine several questions popping up in your mind.
Aren’t newspapers already supposed to have some form of
news alert system? Don’t we subscribe to wire services that
constantly spew out headlines and copy round the clock? (Indeed
we do.)
Don’t we have Bloomberg terminals? (Of course we do. Who
doesn’t?)
And, failing all such services, shouldn’t a newsroom have
subscriptions to Tata Sky, Dish TV or some such provider? Surely
we could pick from any of the four million news channels
available on satellite these days. Between them, these channels
account for every possible language, perspective, tone, moral
position and tendency for honesty.
So why should my colleague want another source of breaking
news?
Well, first of all, he’d just spent some time in Sweden—you
may have read about this country in the Stieg Larsson mystery
novels—experiencing first-hand how a local radio station
worked. There he noticed that there was a large monitor,
connected to some service on the Web, that constantly beamed
global headlines. And if the Swedes could have it, why
shouldn’t we?
And second, I think his need is a reflection of a larger trend.
People are beginning to realize that the Web is perhaps the
fastest way to access breaking news headlines. Newspapers need
to go to press. TV channels are much quicker, but they still
often depend on intermediaries. And they need to care
enough about the headline.
So if, per
chance, you
were watching
a Hindi news
channel, chances
are low that you’d
On the go: Combine
have heard about
your news sources to
the earthquake in
get the best result.
New Zealand. On
the other hand, the BBC will tell you
about the earthquake instantly, but they won’t be flashing
anything about the grinding traffic jams in Gurgaon or the
floods in Mumbai.
Faster still, people on the ground can tweet or post photos
about an event well before bona fide news channels arrive on the
scene. In many cases, these citizens break news first.
Therefore, my colleague actually has two problems. First of all,
how do you create a stream of breaking headlines that are
relevant to you?
And once you have the stream, how do you display these
headlines in an easily accessible, reliable way?
The best way to solve the first problem is to combine sources.
Combine, say, CNN and BBC breaking news RSS feeds, with a few
local sources. This should help you achieve a balance of global
and local perspectives. Better still, I recommend combining RSS
news streams with selected Twitter handles.
Already, most major news outlets have Twitter handles that
regularly send out alerts. Some of the larger ones, such as CNN,
have exclusive breaking news handles.
In addition, you can pick and choose handles of individuals or
organizations that can be reliable sources of breaking alerts.
Twitter handles of blogs such as TechCrunch or Mashable, for
instance, can often deliver technology headlines even before
more mainstream media outlets do.
Choose carefully though. You want to avoid repetition and an
excess of information. Make sure your stream isn’t clogged with
pointless news.
Next, you need to display these feeds and handles in a
visually appealing manner. There are several ways to do this,
but I recommend using three. First, you could use one of several
little apps that create scrolling bars on your computer screen. I
highly recommend Snackr (www.snackr.net), and Adobe AIR
app that runs on all operating systems. All you need to do is
download and add RSS feeds (do remember that all Twitter
handles give you RSS feeds. You can just type those in).
Second, and this should make my colleague happy, you can use
an RSS feed reader as your screen saver. Most Mac computers
come with this built in, and there are downloads available for
Windows. This is ideal if you want a screen that is constantly
updating headlines. Connect the monitor output to a TV and you
have a nice Swedish-style display.
Finally, you could also try an exclusive app such as Seesmic
Look. Look is a visually pleasing Twitter client. Just create a
handle expressly for this purpose, follow good, newsy Twitter
handles, and then leave Look scrolling away on a monitor in
the corner.
Hope you enjoy overdosing on the news.
Write to us at businessoflife@livemint.com
www.livemint.com
Play Things is the official tech and timepass blog of Mint. Drop in for a dose
of cool tech gossip and online merriment at http://blog.livemint.com/playthings

